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Path of Travel
Beware of tripping hazards

&

Sharp objects on side of path



Crushed Stone Pea Gravel 3/8" Screened



Path of  Travel

Is the surface flat ?

Are there tripping hazards ?

Do you have room to move out of

the way up danger ?

Is it a comfortable working space ?

• ACCESSIBLE ROUTES



Path of travel in a school 
garden

Things to consider
Is there room to work ? 

Are there tripping hazards ?

Are the raise beds at the proper height ? 

Is the surrounding safe ?



Features inside the path of travel









What's
Wrong ?

Path of travel ?

Material on Path ?

Safety issues ?



What’s 
Wrong ?

Path of travel ?
Material on Path ?
Safety issues ?



Know your 
Materials

EPA : Overview of Wood Preservative Chemicals
Wood preservative products are those that control 
wood degradation problems due to fungal rot or 
decay, Sapstain Fungi, molds, or wood-destroying 
insects. Both the treatment process and the use of 
treated products can result in risks to human 
health and the environment. Treated wood is most  
commonly used outdoors.



Railroad Ties
Do Not used Railroad Ties
The EPA states that railroad
ties do not belong in
residential use. Cancer
causing agents are are
found in railroad ties



Sliding barn 
doors, Why use 
Barn Doors?

Space to work
Flat terrain
DG Decompose Granite on path
of travel



Irrigation, 
controllers

Where to install a
controller. 
Number the beds. 
Height of valves.
How to layout drip line.



Vertical 
Gardening



More Vertical 
Gardening



Keeping 
Critters out

Safe for all ages and

abilities?



Keeping your workspace clutter free



Hydroponics

Hydroponics is a type of horticulture

and a subset of hydroculture which

involves growing plants without soil, by

using mineral nutrient solutions in an

aqueous solvent



Start Small, Kitchen Garden?



Just a fun 
Idea

Not practical for most homes

Not accessible

Just a fun idea not that

practical but the kids love it.



Garden 
Accessories

Consider seat or small table
attached to the side of your
raised bed.



Practical Design Ideas



Adapted Raised Garden Beds



Signage/ Symbols



Signage &    
Symbols

International signage



Signage For 
Planting



The Right Tool
for the job

Safety first
Beware of your surroundings



Tools and Equipment
Cordless Electric Pruning 
Shears



Ergonomics 

Potted Plant Dolly

Garden Kneeler

Garden Cart Rolling Work Seat



Safety Strategies



Tools to Avoid



Use wheeled trolley to minimize back and forth trips.  
Store your tools in easy reach

Yard Mobile 
Gardening 
Trolley Wheeled



Friendly Inclusive Gardening 
FIG



Thank You 
Friendly Inclusive Gardening


